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Annual Gala Dinner 2019
Annual Gala Dinner 2018 was held at
Nishat Hotel Lahore on January 15,
2019 for the acknowledgement of the
efforts of employees who perform
brilliant throughout the year.
ASC
was comprising of three sessions.
In the first session of Business and
Aspirations, all divisional heads shared
the key achievements of their respective
divisions along with the future objective
for coming year. Theme of this year
“PACE UNSTOPPABLE” was shared.
Guest Speaker of Business & Aspirations
Meeting was Dr. Rashid Latif Khan, who
was the first male doctor of obstetrics
and gynecology, he also established
first IVF centre in Pakistan. He not only
shared his success story of life but also
revealed his best memories with our
Chairman (late) Javed Tariq Khan.

During second session, a heartfelt
gratitude and tribute paid to our honorary
Vice Chairman (late) Anees Ahmad Khan
who passed away last year in the month
of January 2018. Our CEO shared his
achievements and contributions toward
the success of Highnoon.

of Marketing & Administrative Services/
Marketing & Administrative Services), Mr.
Khawaja Wajih ur Rehman (Head of MIS/
MIS Department), Mr. Kamran Ikram ud
Din (Associate Director-Marketing), Dr.
Ahsan Zamir Siddiqi (Associate Director
QC & Validation/Quality Operations).

As Highnoon always appreciate and
reward his employees, best employees
from different categories were rewarded
with shields and cash prices.

Performance Awards were given to
Mr.Zakeer Shah (Officer Housekeeping/
Marketing & Administrative Services),
Ms. Misbah Rani (Supervisor/Packaging
Department), Mr.Rana Muhammad Akram
(Chauffeur/Transport Department), Mr.
Babar Ali (Senior Gardener/Administrative
Services), Mr.Bahadar Nawaz (Store
Keeper/Warehouses) & Mr. Dilshad Ali
(Supervisor/Production).

Anees Ahmad Khan Memorial Awards
were given to Mr. Javed Hussain (CFO/
Finance Department) & Mr. Mohsin
Raza (Supervisor HVAC/Engineering
Department).
Chairman Excellence Awards were
given to Mr. Muhammad Asad Ullah
(Head of Planning/Planning Department),
Mr. Muhammad Nadeem Khalid (Head

Resource), Mr. Imran Masood (Manager
Accounts/Accounts Department), Mr. Syed
Ashar Abbas (Manager Procurement/
Procurement Department), Mr. Syed Hasan
Masood Naqvi (Manager Regulatory
Affairs/Regulatory Affairs), Ms. Noreen
Afzal (Head of Product Development/
Product Development), Ms. Saba Asif
(Officer Quality Control/Quality Control),
Mr. Kaleem Arshad (Manager Packaging/
Packaging), Mr. Yasser Masood (Head of
Marketing/Marketing), Mr. Umar Latif (Head
of Production /Production) & Mr. Qaisar
Rashid (Head of Sales/Marketing Division).
Conference ended up with musical night,
Famous singers Mr. Jawad Ahmad and
Ms. Elezbath entertained the audience.

Outstanding Achievement Awards
were given to Mr. Farhan Waheed
(Manager Training & Development/Human
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We are PACE… We are UNSTOPPABLE
“Believe in yourself and you
will be unstoppable!”
PACE is what defines Highnoon
Laboratories. PACE to be among the
fastest growing companies, PACE to be
among the top 20s, PACE to be among
the top pharmaceutical companies!
What is PACE? For us- it is Our endless
Passion,
Ongoing
Achievements,
Overcoming continuous challenges &
brining efficiency in our jobs.
Commercial I Marketing kicked off their
new year plan meetings with the neverending Passion & Energy. The meetings
began from December 26, 2018 and
lasted till January 6, 2018 in a row. We
started off disbursing our exciting plans
for our brands from Lahore (25th-27th
December 2018), Karachi (31st December
to 2nd January 2019) & Islamabad (3rd

January to 6th January 2019). These
meetings were aimed at energizing our
sales & marketing team for an enthralling
new year along with the objective to
effectively communicate both medical
and product knowledge to the team.

District Field Managers, Top achiever
per Brand & Best Product Managers.
This created a sense of winning &
achievement among our fellows which
will guide them through each month in
target achievement.

We began our meetings by something
different- a treat to our customers- our
Sales team. We engaged the entire
Commercial I in day excursion within the
city- like Double Decker Bus Ride followed
by Lunch at Haveli in Lahore, Bowling
& numerous game at Arena Karachi &
visit to Monument & Faisal Mosque in
Islamabad. The evening was focussed
on team engagement in various games
to enhance team interaction & building
under the umbrella of Pace Night. Pace
Night proved to be an exciting activity
for our team based on their indulgence
& rewards- notable are Best Business
Manager, Best Sales Manager, Best

The next days were focussed primarily
on extensive product refreshers, briefing
new year marketing activities & effective
planning for execution. One of our prime
objectives was to prepare our teams for
the calls of the quarter and therefore the
team involvement and participation was
commendable.

Birthday Celebrations
January Borns

Initial Development
Programs

The entire team was highly motivated
and excited promising the legacy of
unstoppable PACE even in the upcoming
months & beyond!
Marketing Team (Commercial Unit I)

Chronicle of
Business
&Change
Aspirations
It is said that those who initiate change
will have a better opportunity to manage
the change which is inevitable. This has
proven to be factual for Commercial
Unit II of Highnoon Laboratories as the
year 2018 was a span of transformation
where embracing change from all
corners, precisely; team building,
marketing-sales promotion, trainingdevelopment and above all strategic
direction and eventually emerging out
as a successful team more than before.
The essence of this dynamic team
lies in its core values of innovation,
unification and integration based on the
strategic theme ‘airbus’ presented at
the meeting; core marketing planning
held at Bentota, Srilanka at the end of
year 2017. Afterwards the entire family
of the business unit not only conformed
to the business values but challenged
themselves to surpass the height of
excellence resulted in 100% achievement
on the business at the term end.
If we flash back to 2018, we see strategic
business unit II digitalized itself through
innovative initiatives that ultimately
became the hallmark of the team. The
list included the unprecedented launch
of ‘ChestCon Mobile App’ that was
appreciated by medical fraternity of
respiratory and became an instant hit
in the market. It was followed by the
introduction of ‘Pulmonology Lounge’ the
first ever online portal in the respiratory
market encircling the digital library,
therapeutic guidelines and updated

journals & publications, further linkages
to global renown blogs, websites and
congresses.
Moreover
capitalizing
on the technological and progressive
minds at work, right after the releases of
application and web portal, the untiring
rhythm of the marketing team managed
the inauguration of
a
satellite
forum
by
the
name
of
‘airweb’;
enabling the
remote access
via seamless
video
link
t o w a r d s
integrating
health
care
community
at leading teaching institutes across
Pakistan for the purpose of having
live discussions, case examination &
moderating clinical workshops.
Carrying the journey forward then the
strategic team of this division brought
the business philosophy into reality
i.e. harnessing the minds of marketing
and sales towards a common goal
of achievement and progression. But
how? if we briefly touch upon the
modus then marketing involved the
sales counterparts in the strategy
development, campaign designing and
in the preparation of other business
deliverables whereas on the other side
sales got the constant yet evolving
support of marketing colleagues from

top to bottom in managing the launches,
customer development and sales
promotion strategy. as a result, besides
posting an achievement throughout the
year a healthy exchange of knowledge,
competencies and challenges was the
incomparable
factor of success.
Now since the
entire
division
has
embarked
upon yet another
challenging
journey for the
year
2019,
where
new
l a u n c h e s ,
acceleration on the established portfolio,
training the team on new and advanced
concepts and methodologies are
amongst the orthodox growth drivers
whereas the major yet progressive change
factor is the evolution of commercial II
with a working force of 625 on account
of an amalgamation of five sales forces
namely: challengers, discovers, knights,
spartans and archers. So, the change
philosophy continues…
As the saying goes:
“The price of doing the same old thing is
far higher than the price of change.”

OBITUARY

Late Muhammad Imtiaz Baig
Designation: Senior Record Keeper
Production Division/Plant
Service period: 25 years

Late Saima Akhlaq
Designation: Senior Belt Incharge
Packaging Section/Production Division/Plant
Service period: 16 years
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